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Introduction
This project is done as an extension of, or an addition to, a web map I made for Geography 699 I
am taking this semester with Professor Gartner. One of the data sources of this project comes from the
work I’ve done for Geog 699, and other data is collected for this course. The result of the data analysis
done for this project is added to, and presented in the web map I’ve made for Geog 699. However,
without the big data analysis skills I learned in this course, including writing GeoJSON, using GeoPandas
and shapely in performing spatial operations, and using OSMnx for doing street network analysis, I would
not have been able to add this functionality to the web map.
The project goal is to add a functionality to the web map, with the purpose of visualizing number
of surrounding restaurants of each apartment within 5-minute and 10-minute walking distance, which
hopefully can be an important reference for students looking for off-campus housing.
Data
There are two base datasets needed for completing this project—a GeoJSON containing all
apartment polygons and a GeoJSON containing all restaurants and their respective attributes. The first
GeoJSON contains 796 apartment polygons, which was generated before I started this project, so I will
not report about details in generating this GeoJSON.
The data of the second GeoJSON comes from Yelp. For the first step, I developed a python
program to scrape the full HTML source code of each single one of the 990 Madison restaurant web
pages from Yelp using Selenium; then, I parsed this data into a csv file with multiple columns including
FID (the only FID for each restaurant, used as Primary Key), Name (of the restaurant), URL (to the
corresponding web page on Yelp), Address (street address of the restaurant), City, State (these two field
are included for an accurate geocoding), rating count and rating score. This csv was sent to Google Sheets
to geocode using an add-on called “Geocode by Awesome Table”, and I downloaded the new csv with
two addition fields—longitude and latitude. Then I the parsed the new csv into a GeoJSON file using
another Python program, and added a new field—the opening hour of the restaurant to it; because this
field cannot be conveniently stored in a csv, I chose to add it directly to the GeoJSON in this later stage
using the json lib in Python.
Method
The data collection procedure is already done at this step. Next, I will create 2 new GeoJSON
files, with all features being 5-minute and 10-minute walking boundary of all 796 apartments. I did it on
Jupyter Notebook, because the amount of calculation was large at every step, and using Jupyter Notebook
to do the programming in multiple parts can make mistakes easier to detect and quicker to correct (in this
case, every time I correct a mistake, I don’t need to start all over again and take time to import libraries, to
download the entire street network for Madison and to find the nearest nodes for every apartment).

The first two steps imports packages and correct environment issues with OSMnx, and download
a street network graph for Madison, as well as define walking distance and time.

This step reads polygons into a list from the apartment polygons GeoJSON.

This step uses convex hull function provided in OSMnx to create 5-minute and 10-minute walk
distance boundary GeoJSON and print it out. I can then copy the print-out and paste in a text editor to
create two new GeoJSON files.

Then, in a new Jupyter Notebook, I read the 5-min and 10-min walking boundary GeoJSON, and
the restaurant GeoJSON into geoPandas, and find all restaurants for each walking boundary polygon.

Then generate a new 5-minute and 10-minute walking boundary GeoJSON containing a new
property field—FIDs of all restaurants within each polygon boundary.

The result of the collected data is used for generation of a new functionality of an apartment
searching website (actually it’s currently only available on a local server and has not been published
online). The code was long and is integrated into a 1500+ line JavaScript file, a 400+ line CSS file and a
100+ line HTML file, thus is not convenient to present here. Here I will briefly explain the website and
provide some screenshots of the final product website.
Users can click on the left-hand side panel to select walk accessibility range. The color of each
polygon was given based on Jenks natural color break classification method I implemented in JavaScript.
The benefit of this method is that given a mandatory number of class breaks, it can generate a class break

at certain values so that the variation within each group is minimized while variation between each group
is maximized. I implemented a 6-class break for apartment polygons according to the number of
accessible restaurants within 5-minutes. The number of restaurants within each class are: 0-4 (lightest,
yellow), 5-11, 12-24, 25-39, 40-56, 57-77 (darkest, red). For ease of comparison, I used the same class
break for the 5-min walking boundary rather than implement a new class break for number of restaurants
accessible within 10-min walking boundary, while added those buildings having more than 77 restaurants
within 10-minute walking boundary as a new class and assigned it a darker red, thus 7 classes for 10-min
walking boundary.

For specific method of use, the user can click on each single apartment polygon to trigger the
walking boundary for this specific apartment. User can now see points representing all restaurants within
this walking boundary highlighted with a different color. Everything updates as the user clicks on other
polygons. The user can also see the number of reachable restaurants on the left-side panel, and details
about the clicked apartment. Users can also hover mouse over restaurants within this walking boundary
(but not restaurants without this boundary) to open popup, and upon clicking the point, the user can also
retrieve information about this restaurant; everything will also update when user clicks on new ones and
old records will not pile up on the panel.
One thing to note is that this functionality involves four GeoJSON files—the apartment
GeoJSON containing all apartment polygons and detailed attributes (as is displayed on the left side
panel), the restaurant GeoJSON containing all restaurant points and detailed attributes, the 5-min walking
boundary GeoJSON containing walking boundary polygon for every apartment and a list of FIDs of all
restaurants within this boundary, and a 10-minute walking boundary GeoJSON formatted in the same way
as the 5-min one. The interaction between these four GeoJSON files are linked by unique apartment FIDs
and restaurant FIDs.

